• Terms of reference and way of working for group agreed
• Definition for “psychosocial risk” for ISO 45003 developed, agreed by WG2 and reviewed by ISO editors
What do we do?

- ensure oversight, support and collaborative liaison with all working groups and task groups within ISO/TC 283
- ensure consistency of terminology across all standards developed by ISO/TC 283
- ensure the ISO terminology principles are respected
- develop draft definitions collaboratively with the relevant working group for their consideration and approval
- liaise with other ISO technical committees to ensure consistency of common terms and definitions
- comment on relevant WD/CD/DIS documents from a terminological point of view, including during drafting and comment resolution
Who benefits?

- All TC 283 stakeholders including the working and task groups and the users of the final products that TC283 produce.
Further information:

ISO TC 283 website:
ISO TC 283 on ISO Online

ISO/TC 283
Technical Committee's website for more information.
Technical Committee  ISO TC283

Task Group 2  Convenor: Trevor Dodd (UK)